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Is there a memory you never wish to forget? Reflecting on the emerging conversations around collective brain fog and memory 

loss caused by the pandemic, how can we preserve our precious, fragile yet intangible memories before we forget or lose them?  

“Before I forget”: a participatory practice project which explores the preservation of memories in 216 single fired parian tiles.

By Ruby, Cheng Wai Sin



Project Aim: 

Conceptual:  
To extend the project from a personal to social level, my conceptual focus is 
now on memories people wish to remember/never forget. I would also refine of 
my participatory practice approach, for instance, how to collect source 
materials in the most effective and comfortable method for both the audience 
and myself. 

Practical:  
I have committed on thin parian tiles instead of any thrown/sculptural form, as it 
echoes with the fragility of memories the most out of all tested forms from unit 
9. All tiles will be single fired for sustainability. I also need to refinement the 
visual communication of the tiles to lead the audience into understanding the 
memory context without needing to read the artist statement.  

To make it real (no pun intended), I would like to design an experience/space to 
display the precious memories that is so mesmerising, the audience might even 
hold their breath slightly. 

Key words / focus:  
preserving memory, fragility, fluidity, translucency, storytelling, responsive, 
reflective and participatory practice, single firing, immersive space / installation.



Porcelain collective textural 
memory blanket based on CSM 
people’s earliest memories 

Thin porcelain tiles based on 
Duncan’s memory reenacted 
with small vases. Underglaze 
painting sandwiched & 
marbled

Thin Parian tiles based on 
Duncan’s memory reenacted 
with small vases. Glaze painting 
sandwiched & marbled

“First thing I remember”: 
36 glaze sandwich+marbled 
Parian tile blanket based on 8 of 
CSM people’s earliest memories, 
introduced written survey 
during CAL

Texture/touch  
based

Colour+fragility 
based, introduce 

sandwiching 
colourant in clay

Change from 
underglaze to glaze 

encourage 
personality through 

materiality

Scale up & applying 
materials from 

surveys conducted 
in unit 9

Scale up & introduce 
screen printed text 

sandwiched+sponged 
on clay for signposting

“Before I forget”: 
216 glaze sandwich & marbled Parian 
tile blanket based on 41 memories 
that people wish to never forget.

TLDR Project evolution:



My theory is that when we recall memories, the dominant elements of 
display would be blurry imagery, colours and fragments of notions/
words/sentences, which becomes progressively distorted through time 
and countless recalling. 

From my unit 9 exploration of sandwiching ceramic colourant(stain, 
underglaze, stoneware glaze) inside porcelain, I have discovered that 
although stain and underglaze provides stable and vibrant colour 
display, stoneware glazes provides surface qualities (eg bubbling, 
warping, dripping, subtle sheen etc) which added personalities to the 
very flat and inanimate tiles.  

Applying this discovery in storytelling with ceramic tile, this 
personality through surface quality plus the fragility from 
semi-transparent Parian body will echo with the preciousness 
of a person’s memories. 

Based on their vibrant colours and lively surface qualities like 
speckle, crystal or patchy matt, I have selected 22 glazes out 
of the 87 glazes I’ve tested throughout unit 9 &10 as the main 
colourant of the memories,

Colourant and personality:



Isolating materials from glaze selection to further understand 
their influences to tile’s performance (e.g. dripping, bubbling, 
flashing, corrosion and wrapping). 2g of each material was 
sandwiched inside and hung on edge of thin porcelain.

Translucency disruption test: 



“First thing I remember…” 
After conducting a survey about people’s earliest 
memories during unit 9, I have put this source material 
in practice by selecting 10 memories with interesting 
imagery to transform into 36 glaze marbled parian tiles. 
The tiles were then arranged randomly for aesthetics 
for woven with gold jewellery wire and fishing wire.  

The main issue is the randomness and lack of text 
make it difficult for audience to understand the memory 
context without reading artist statement.

Participation in practice: 



Reference: participatory practice

Sarah Christie - Library, 2016-2019 Kate Wilson - the last measure of devotion, 2014

Rubin Museum of Art - A Monument for the Anxious and Hopeful, 2018-2019Candy Chang - Light the barricade, 2021



During Ceramic Art London, I’ve also conducted a written 
survey with informed consent to collect memories that 
people wish to never forget.  

The anonymous nature of written survey provide a safe and 
controlled space for the audience to leave a memory 
whenever and however they want. The disadvantage of this 
method is that I have no control over the length or format of 
people’s storytelling, which requires more categorisation 
when processing the memories. 

41 out of 50 memories were selected for the final installation, 
and the installation would be a collective memory blanket of 
216 tiles. To resolve the signposting issue from “first thing I 
remember…”, I started incorporating screen-prints of 
people’s handwriting into and on the parian tiles alongside 
the colourful glaze painting. The tiles will also be rearrange 
chronologically and horizontally to guide audience into 
reading or understanding the stories more easily.

New memories, text in clay: 



I screenprinted memory text with two dark stoneware 
glazes and black underglaze, which are all single fired to 
1260c both sandwiched in clay and on the surface. 

Black underglaze is the most readable both in and on clay, 
as the stoneware glaze test are all nearly invisible. 

Left top: I have also tested black enamel decals on vitrified 
parian tiles fired to 860c. Although the result is clean and 
readable, I would rather remain my single firing method 
than to double fire to vitrify and fire decals. 

Text application test: 

Left bottom: Enamel decals sandwiched 
in and on raw clay fired to 1260c to 
resolved the single firing issue. Although 
the decals remain readable, it did not 
sink into the clay body which leaves 
distracting cut mark. Therefore, black 
underglaze is the best option.



Production 
process: 



Figurative & short memories: 
Short memories that mentions objects or imagery context, each story finishes within 2-6 tiles





Figurative & long memories 
Longer and more descriptive memories that extends to 8-20 tiles



Non-figurative memories: 
Memories with very vague or abstract context that requires more imagination to create an imagery out of



Photographic memories: 
Memories that are already drawing based, so the main focus is about using 
glazes the compliments the drawing or add in small details to enhance liveliness



Reference: Immersive space / installation 
My installation aim is to curate an experience that is so mesmerising that it might 
even make the audience hold their breath slightly, just like the following work/space: 

James Turrell - Alien Exam, 1989 

Cornelia Parker - Cold Dark Matter (Tate),  2022

Victoria and Albert Museum - Raphael Court

Christopher Nolan - Interstellar (film) Richard Wilson - 20:50 (Hayward Gallery),  
2018-2019

Jamie Forbert - Tate St Ives extension, 2017



Installation  
plan: 

216 tiles were selected out of 230 for 
this installation. The stories would 
progress horizontally, which some 
would face outwards to encourage 
the audience to not only be in but 
around the installation. The tiles will 
be hung with fishing wire and evenly 
spaced out and stabilised with 
jewellery wire.







Aftermath and reflection: 

To maintain a sustainable practice, all tiles are single 
firing to vitrification. Most water, slip and offcuts during 
production are upcycled into products like ceramic 
business card and vessels. Since all memories used in 
this project are other people’s intellectual properties 
shared under inform consent, this installation is not 
intended for profit.

I can forsee this project to be continuous since the 
tile’s flexibility allows further upscaling, and the 
topic will be relevant for years from now due to the 
immense impact of the pandemic.  

I would also look into collaborative opportunities 
with organisations like the Welcome Collection, 
Whitechapel gallery and dementia/memory loss 
related charities to continuously open the 
conversations around memory and the importance 
of preservation.




